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On July 11, 2023 Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation (BCI) Special Agents
Brady Curry (SA Curry) conducted an interview with Kimberly Doss (Doss) at 114 10th Street,
Byesville, Ohio (Guernsey County) in reference to a shooting incident between Jerimiah Wise
(Wise) and law enforcement. Wise was fatally shot during the incident. The following is a
summation of the contacts SA Curry had with neighbors in the area. This interview was
documented by use of a digital audio recording device.

Doss stated she was outside with her two friends, Renee Foraker (Renee) and Lori West (Lori)
when law enforcement first got on scene and until after the shooting. Doss stated she heard
Wise cussing and yelling at at law enforcement. Doss stated Wise told law enforcement to
shoot him many of times. Doss stated this went on for quiet a while. Doss stated she
observed Wise go back into the house and a short time later, Wise came back out. Doss stated
when Wise came back outside, he had a gun in his hand and fired the gun. After the first shot,
several other shots were fired by law enforcement. Doss was unable to see the direction of the
shot fired by Wise. Doss stated she could see the gun raised, but could not see the direction.
Doss stated Wise fell to the ground and EMS arrived. Doss stated she knew Wise and this was
out of character for him. Doss stated Wise's wife left him for a younger male who she met on
line and they were going through a divorce. Doss stated she took several pictures, but no
video of the shooting. Doss sent those images to SA Curry.

SA Curry asked Doss for contact information for Renee and Lori. Doss was unable to provide
phone numbers because she only communicates with them on Facebook. Doss stated Lori
lives two doors down from her and Renee lives somewhere in New Concord, OH.

SA Curry thanked Doss for her time.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: NCFG2500
Attachment # 02: JELS7945
Attachment # 03: JBFN6014
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Attachment # 04: XDHE1389
Attachment # 05: WJUI2871
Attachment # 06: TJYD5255
Attachment # 07: STQE0258
Attachment # 08: SACY2401
Attachment # 09: RHUU0311
Attachment # 10: QVIQ1114
Attachment # 11: NQWQ6889
Attachment # 12: LBWT5462
Attachment # 13: LIOE9709
Attachment # 14: KVIH4949
Attachment # 15: Kimberly Doss Interview
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